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1. Introduction 
The idea of the 'dual' space of a given sequence space was introduced 
by KoTHE and ToEPLITZ [I], and defined in terms of absolute convergence. 
However, the development of a wider theory based on convergence 
which is not necessarily absolute permits certain results to be given a 
more general form. For example, it is proved by ALLEN (see [2], 287, 
(6.2, VII)) that to every linear transformation defined in a normal sequence 
space a>~ corresponds a matrix transformation. It is shown in the 
present paper (Theorem XV) that the condition that a is normal is not 
necessary, provided that a slight modification in the definition of a linear 
transformation is adopted. 
In this paper we examine some of the implications of the removal of 
the above-mentioned restriction by KoTHE and ToEPLITZ to absolute 
convergence. The possibility was considered by KoTHE and ToEPLITZ 
themselves at the end of their paper ([I], § I6), and has also been explored 
by G. MATTHEWS [3], who employs it to extend the theory of matrix 
rings. Certain results, based on straightforward modifications of the 
Kothe-Toeplitz theory, which are given by Matthews, are stated also 
in this paper for convenience; and an agreed notation has been adopted 
for the same reason. 
2. Definitions 
If x= {xk} Ea, andy= {yk}, the set of all y such that 2,kxkyk converges 
for every x is called the g-dual space of a, and will be denoted by at. 
It is easily verified that at is a sequence space (see e.g. [4], 273). 
We denote by r the space of all sequences X= {xk} such that 2,kxk 
converges; this space holds a position in the extended theory comparable 
to that of a1 in the present theory. 
The space of all sequences u={uk} such that !r~ 1 luk-uk+II converges 
will be denoted by VJ· 
Definitions of other particular sequence spaces occurring in the theory 
are given in [4], 273-4. 
3. Properties of g-dual spaces 
The following results are derived more or less as in the standard theory 
(see [4], 275). 
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(3.1) IXtt:;;;.IX. If IXtt=IX we call IX g-perfect. 
(3.2) If IX:>{), then !Xt <,{Jt. 
(3.3) If IX<.A<.IX**, and IX is normal, then A.t=A.*. In particular, if IX is 
normal, then !Xt =IX*. 
For, from (3.2), IXt :;;;.A.t > !X**t; and IX* :;;;.A.*> IX***. 
But it is easily shown that, if 2,xkyk is convergent for every x in a 
normal sequence space, then this convergence must be absolute, so that 
!Xt - IX*, and IX**.t =IX***= IX*; so we now have A,t =A.*= IX*. The particular 
case obtained by letting A=IX shows that !Xt=IX* whenever IX is normal. 
As an example, Z<F<aoo; zt=Ft=aix,=a1• But Gt=!=G*, for Ot=r, 
and 0*=a1. Again, D*=av but Dt is the space of all sequences x={xk} 
such that 2,k( - 1 )k xk converges; so Dt > D*. 
We always have, of course, from the definitions, that IXt:>IX*. 
(3.4) If IX is not normal, no normal space A. exists such that IX* <A<.!Xt. 
For, if u E A., the convergence of 2, uk xk for every x E IX and every u 
in a normal A. implies that of 2,1ukxkl· ThusuEIX*, whence A.<, IX*, contrary 
to hypothesis. 
(3.5) We have IX*t=IX**, since IX* is normal. But in general!Xt*=/=IX*t, 
as will be shown later (§ 5). 
(3.6) IXtt <.IX**. For, IXtt < IX*t from (3.2}, and IX*t =IX**, since IX* is 
normal. 
Combining this result with (3.1}, we note that IX<,IXtt<IX**. 
(3.7) IXttt=IXt. This is proved analogously to [4], 275, (10.1, I). 
(3.8) IXtt is the smallest g-perfect space containing IX. 
(See [4], 275, (10.1, III). The argument requires the use of (3.7)). 
(3.9) ·All perfect spaces are g-perfect. 
For IXtt <,!X** =IX in this case, while IXtt:;;;.IX from (3.1). 
Thus tXtt =IX, which proves the result. 
·on the other hand, not all g-perfect spaces are perfect. For example 
r is g-perfect, but not perfect (see § 5). It must also be noted that not 
every g-perfect space is normal. The proof applicable to perfect spaces 
([4], (10.1, XI)) obviously breaks down. 
Evidently a g-perfect space is perfect if and only if it is normal. 
(3.10} If IX is convergence-free, so is !Xt (cf. [4], 280, (10.1, XIV)). 
4. Convergence and boundedness 
We extend the idea of !X{J-cgce ([4], 283) to all spaces f3 such that 
cp < f3 <IX t. Where necessary, in order to distinguish this generalised 
tX{J-cgce from ordinary tX{J-cgce, we use the notation g-tX{J-cgce; and if 
f3 = IXt we refer simply to g-IX-cgce. Evidently g-IX{J-cgce implies c-cgce 
([4], 283}. 
The Cauchy test [4], 284, (10.1, I) (i) is still applicable, but the better 
test for normal spaces f3 given in [4], 284, (10.1, I) (ii) is not susceptible 
to extension, since if f3 < tX* there is no distinction between IX{J-cgce and 
g-IX{J-cgce, while from (3.4) and (3.3} there is no normal space f3 such that 
IXt>{J>IX*. 
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A sequence x E {Jt is called the generalised projective limit (g-p-lim) of 
(n) • ( l 2 ) th fJ l" "t f (n) h li "'00 (n) "'00 x ~n ex: n= , , ... , or e g-cx: - ~m~ o x , w en m 4k~lxk uk= 4k~lxkuk 
for every u in fJ, where cp < fJ <ex: t. n->-oo 
When fJ = cx:t, x( Ecx:tt) is called the g-cx:-lim x<nl. Letting U= e<kl (k = l, 2, ... ), 
we see that, if g-cx:fJ-lim x<nl=x, then c-lim x<nl=x. 
Theorem I. If fJ is normal, then ex: is regular under g-cx:fJ-cgce (cf. 
[4], 288, (10.3, II)). 
For in this case, g-cx:fJ-cgce implies cx:fJ-cgce, and {Jt fJ* (see (3.3) and 
(3.4)). Hence the proof of [4], (10.3, II) applies. 
In particular, every sequence space is regular under cx:cx:*-cgce, but not 
necessarily under cx:cx:Lcgce, since cx:t is not necessarily normal. 
Theorem II. If ex:> cp, and fJ <ex: t, then every sequence in fJt is the 
g-cx:fJ-limit of its sections (cf. [4], 289, (10.3, III)). 
Theorem III. If cx:>cp, and is limit-closed under g-cx:fJ-cgce then ex: 
is g-perfect, and cx:=fJt (cf. [4], 292, (10.3, VIII)). 
We note also that (i) if ex: is perfect, there is no distinction between 
ex:- and g-cx:-cgce, and the space is cgce and limit-closed under g-cx:-cgce 
(cf. [4], 292, (10.3, VI)). (ii) if cx:>c/J and is normal, then ex:* =cx:t and is 
closed in both senses under g-cx:t cx:-cgce --ex:* cx:-cgce (cf. [4], 292, (10.3, 
VII)). 
We extend projective boundedness ([4], 293, § 10.4) to cover the cases 
c/J<fJ<cx:t; in particular, when fJ=cx:t we say that a set X E ex: is g-cx:-bd 
when I! uk uk! < r( u) for every x in X and every u in ex: t. 
The following result of ALLEN ([4], 293-4) still applies in its extended 
form: 
If x<nl in ex: is g-cx:fJ-bd, and !klbkl converges, then y<nl = !f~ 1 bix<il is g-cx:fJ-cgt. 
Using this result, and noting that if a space p,t is regular under p) p,-cgce 
it is necessarily cgce- closed under this convergence, we easily prove, by 
a method analogous to that used in [4], 294, (10.4, I), the following 
theorem. 
Theorem IV. If (i) p,>cx:, (ii) p,>cp, (iii) p,t is regular under g-p,tp,-
cgce, (iv) X is g-cx:p,Lbd, (v) U is g-p,t p,-bd, then u'x is bd for every x in X 
and every u in U. 
This result appears to be less general than the corresponding one of 
ALLEN, [4], (10.4, I); but in fact this is not the case. For in Allen's theorem 
his conditions (i) and (iv) together imply that fJ=p,* (see [4], 292, (10.3, 
VIII)). 
If p, is g-perfect, we may omit condition (ii), which is implied, and 
replace (iii) by the regularity of p,t under p,t-cgce, and (v) by p,t-boundedness 
of U (cf. [4], 297). 
Generalised strong projective convergence and limit may be defined 
as follows. 
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If x<nl in ex satisfies the conditions that, to every e > 0 and every g-p-bd 
set U in {1 ,;;;.ext corresponds a number N(e,U) such that II);"=1 uk(xifl-xj.ql)j <,e 
for every u in U and p, q;;.N, and if {J;;.cp, then x<nl is said to be strongly 
generally projective convergent (g-p-cgt) relative to {1, or g-cx{J-cgt. 
- -When {J=cxt, we say that x<nl is g-cx-cgt. 
-We note that, since cxt;;.cx*, and thus cxtt <,ex**, it follows that every 
cx*-bounded set is a fortiori cxt-bd. 
Hence g-cx-cgce implies cx-cgce, but not conversely; and, more generally, 
- -g-cx{J-cgce implies cx-cgce whenever {1;;. ex*. 
- -If x E {Jt, and, for every u in U, defined as above, 
00 I I uk(xL"l-xk)l <.e for every n;;.N(e, U), 
k=1 
then x is called the g-p-limit of x<nl with respect· to {1, or the g-cx{J-limit. 
- -If {J=cxt we write g-cx-lim x<"l=x. 
-
Theorem V. The c-limit of a g-cx{J-cgt sequence is the g-cx{J-limit of 
the sequence. -
If u= {uk} E {J, the sections u<nl (n= l, 2 ... ) of u ([4], 289) are also in 
{1, which contains cp by hypothesis. 
Now if yE{Jt, Ikukyk converges, whence I~<uL"lyk is bounded (n= l, 2, ... ) 
and the set u<nl is a g-{J-bounded set. 
Hence if x<Pl (p= l, 2, ... )is a g-cx{J-cgt sequence we have, by definition, 
- . II);"-1 (xlf1 -xLql)uL"lj,;;;.e for p,q;;.N(e,u) i.e. 1~-1 (xlfl-xLql)~j<.e, for 
p, q;;. N(e, u). Letting p--+ oo, and keeping q constant, we have 
1~=1 (xk-xkql)ukl <,e for every n, and for q;;.N, where xis the c-limit of x<Pl. 
Finally, letting n--+ oo, we obtain IIf-1 (xk-xj.ql)ukl <.e for q;;. N. 
This proves the theorem. 
We note finally the following simple results relating to g-cx{J-cgce 
and limit. The proofs follow immediately from the definitions. 
(a) g-cx{J-limit implies cx{J-limit. 
(b) g-cx-limit implies ex-limit. 
(c) Every g-perfect space ex is limit-closed under g-cx-cgce. 
5. The spaces -r and tp (see § 2) 
It is well-known (see e.g., [5], 51, Th. 7) that if .!xk is cgt, the necessary 
and sufficient condition that I xk uk is cgt is that Ik Juk- uk+II < oo. It 
follows that ,;t =tp. 
It may also be shown that tpt =,; (see [3], Theorem 4, II), whence -r 
and tp are g-perfect. 
However, -r* =<Tv as may be shown by a proof similar to [4], 277, 
(10.1, VIII), which establishes that Z* = n1• For, if z E Z, we may in 
infinitely many ways construct a sequence u E,; such that Jzkl = Jukl for 
every k. Thus the convergence of Ilzkykl for every z in Z and some 
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sequence y implies that of 1 lukykl for every u in T > Z, and conversely. 
Thus the argument of [4], (10.1, VIII) may be applied, and the result 
is proved. This shows that a sequence space may be g-perfect yet not 
perfect. (For r* * = G00 .) 
We will also examine the dual space, in the usual sense, of 1fl· 1p* is 
the set of all sequences x such that, whenever 1kluk-uk+II converges, 
so does 11ukxkl· By letting uk= 1 for all k we see that 1p* ,;;;;G1• Now if 
x EG1, 11ukxkl converges for every x if, and only if, {uk} is in G00 ; and 
this condition is certainly satisfied if u E 1fl < r. Hence we now have 
1fl* = Gl. 
Thus 1flt*=r*=G1 ; while 1fl*t=Gi=G00 . Hence 1flt*i=1fl*t. 
Again, Ot* = r* = Gv while O*t = Gi = G00 . 
These examples illustrate the comment after (3.5) that ,x*t i= ,xt* 
necessarily. We may in fact say more; for, from the definitions, ,xt* ,;;;;,xtt 
and ,x*t=,x**, while from (3.6) ,xtt,;;;;,x**. So we always have ,xt*,;;;;,x*t. 
Theorem VI. A set X in Tis g-r-bd if, and only if, 11l"xkl .-;;;;M for 
every m and every x E X. 
Proof. Let u={uk} denote any sequence in 1p, and let lim uk=v, 
k-+oo 
which exists, since 1fl < r. Also denote 1£'=1 xk by sm(x), and lim sm(x) 
by s0(x). m->oo 
Then 1~~ 1 XkUk= 1~:}sk(x) Llk+sn(x)un, where Llk- uk-uk+l" 
Letting n-o>-=, since sn(x) and un both approach limits as above, we 
may write 
00 00 
I 1 xkukl = I 1 sk(x) Llk+s0(x) vi. k-l k~l 
Now if the left hand side is bounded for x E X, so is the right hand side. 
The latter may be written in full, as ls0(x)v+s1(x)Ll1 +s2(x)Ll2 + ... 1, 
and we require that, for each u E 1p, this expression .-;;;; R(u) for every 
x EX. Now for every sequence {yk} in G1 we may obtain a corresponding 
sequence u E 1fl such that v = Yv Ll1 = y2, Ll2 = y3 , . • . . Hence the g-p-
boundedness of X implies the G00 G1-boundedness of the set of sequences 
{s0(x), s1(x), s2(x) ... }, x EX, for which the condition is lsk(x)l < M 
(k=O, 1, 2, ... ) ([4], 298, (10.4, III)). This condition is thus necessary 
in the present theorem; and it is obviously sufficient. The result follows. 
Theorem VII. A set U in 1fl is g-1p-bd if, and only if, 
00 
1 luk-uk+II + lim lukl .-;;;;M 
k=l k-+00 
for every u in U. 
Proof. As before, 11k"~lxkukl=l1~lskLlk+sovl, where {sk} E r. Con-
sidering first the cases when {sk} is a null sequence, so that s0 = 0, we see 
that {Llk} is a G1 Z-bounded set. Now the matrix space Z-o>-G00 = 1(G00 ), 
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([6], 375, Th. 3, Cor. 1), whence it follows that {Lik} is a1-bd, and thus 
((4], 298, (10.4, IV)), !k!Liki ..;;N for every u in U. 
We now consider the sequence {sk} in which sk= 1 for every k. Since 
the term 2f= 1 skLik is bounded independently of s0 v, from a1-boundedness, 
it follows that vis bounded. Thus the above condition is necessary. Since 
it is clearly sufficient, the theorem is proved. We note that the condition 
may be differently stated. For example, the two conditions iu11 ..;;A, 
2f=1 IL1kl < B, for every u in U, are together equivalent to the given con-
dition, since !~1 Lik=~ -v, and thus !vi< i~l + !~1 iLik.;;;A +Bin this 
case. 
Theorem VIII. A sequence x<n> in -r is g-p-cgt in this space if, and 
only if, (i) all the partial sums sJ::>=2%'= 1 x}.">-Hm(m=1,2, ... )asn-+oo, 
and they are collectively bounded, (ii) Sb"> = 2f=1 x}."> -+ s0 as n -+ oo. 
With the notation of the previous theorems, we note that 
00 I 2 (x!f>-x}.«>)uki <;e, 
k=l 
for p, q>N(e, u) implies 
00 
i!(s!f>-s}.q>)Lfk+(sif>-sbq>)vi<e 
k=l 
for p, q>N(e, u). 
As before we note that the sequence v, Llv Ll2, ••• is an arbitrary sequence 
in av whence the sequence of points sb">, si">, s~">, ... (n= 1, 2, ... ) is a00-cgt. 
This requires s}.">(k=O, 1, 2, ... )to be c-cgt, while is}.">i ..;;M for every nand k 
((4], 310, (10.6, IV)). The theorem follows. 
Theorem IX. A sequence· u<n> is g-p-cgt in 1p if, and only if, (i) 
!f=1 iu}.">- uk+1i is bounded, (ii) u<n> is c-cgt. 
The theorem may be re-stated in the following form: The necessary 
and sufficient conditions that y,. = 2f=1 u,.,kck should tend to a finite limit 
as n -+ oo whenever !f= 1 ck is convergent are that 
(A) !f=1 iu,.,k-un,k+li ..;;M for every n, 
(B) lim u,.,k=,Bk for every fixed k. 
n~oo 
This is a known result due to BosANQUET. See e.g., (4], 65, (4.2, 1). 
The result suggests a more general theorem, as follows. (It is easily 
proved by the method of (4], 308, (10.6, I.)) 
Theorem X. If every point in lXt is the g-p-limit of its sections in 
-lXt, then sequences in lX are g-p-cgt if, and only if, they are c-cgt and g-p-bd. 
To show that Theorem IX is a special case of Theorem X, we have 
to show that every sequence in 1pt = -r is the g-p-limit of its sections. 
-Let u E U, a g-p-bd set in "P· Then, from Theorem VII, !~1 iLiki +!vi< M 
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for every u, where L1k = luk-uk+II and v= lim uk. We require to show 
that, if x(P> are the sections of x, then k-+oo 
00 I! (xif>-xk)ukl <;;s for p:>N(s, U), 
i.e., that 
k~l 
00 I ! xkukl <;;s for P> (s, U). 
k~p+l 
Letting !~xk=s+c1, where c1 --+0 as t--+oo, and 8= !f'xk, the condition 
we wish to establish reduces to 
00 
I ! ckL1k-cPuP+II<s, p:>N(s, U). 
k~p+l 
We now choose p so that lckl < 2~, k:>p. 
Then the expression we are considering 
00 
~ 2~ ( ! IL1kl + JuP+IIl 
k~p+l 
00 
~ s, since JuP+ll = Ju+ ! Llkl ~ M. 
k~p+l 
This proves the result. 
6. Some results on transformations 
Theorem XI. If a matrix A applies to every sequence in IX, then 
the A-transform of every g-p-cgt sequence in iX with a g-p-limit is c-cgt. 
The rows of A are in iXt. Suppose that x(n> is g-p-cgt in IX, and that 
the g-p-limit of x(n> is x, so that, by definition, xis in iXtt. Then A applies 
also to X. Let y~m) = !r~l ankxJcm>, where A= (an.kl· Since [an. I• an,2• an,3• ... ] is 
a sequence in ~Xt, and x(m> is g-~X-cgt with g-~X-limit x, it follows that 
lim y~n> = !);"~ 1 an.kxk> for every n. 
m-+00 . 
Thus y(m> is c-cgt, and c-lim Ax(nl=Ax (cf. [2], 278, (6.1, II)). 
We define a g-linear operation as an operation which is distributive, 
and continuous under g-p-convergence (cf. [2], 274, 275). We also extend 
the definition of a projective functional ([2], 282, 6.2) to f(x) = !);'~ 1 ukxk, 
where u E ~Xt, x E IX. 
Then, from Theorem II, and a proof similar to that of [2], 283, (6.2, I), 
we obtain the following result. 
Theorem XII. If iX?f, every g-linear functional f(x) defined in iX 
is a g-projective functional, and f(x) = !r~ 1a~k' where ak= f(e(k>). 
Theorem XIII. If (i) ~X?o/, and iXt is regular under g-~Xt ~X-cgce, 
(ii) A applies to every x in iX and AiX<;;{J, then 
(a) A transforms every g-~X-cgt sequence with a g-~X-limit in iX into a 
g-{J-cgt sequence. 
(b) u' Ax= x' A' u for every x in iX and every u in pt. 
(c) A'pt <;;~Xt. 
[cf. [2], 284, (6.2, II); [2], 288, (6.2, VIII); [3], Theorem 3.I.J 
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Theorem XIV. If (i) ex and {3 contain rp, (ii) A' applies to every u 
in {3, and A'f3<ex, (iii) {3t is regular under g-{3t {3cgce, then 
(a) u'Ax=x'A'u for every x in ext and every u in {3. 
(b) Aext ,;;:;,{3t. 
(c) A transforms every g-ext ex-cgt sequence with a g-ext ex-limit into a 
g-{3t {3-cgt sequence. 
Let a<kl- {a1.k, a2,k, ... } be the k-th column vector of A= (an,k). Then 
from (ii) a<kl E{3t. Let Yk= 1;;"~ 1 ankun, where u E{3. Then y Eex, and Y~c=a<"lu. 
Let b<"l = 1f~ 1 a<ilx;; then for every fixed k, b<kl E{3t, and thus b<klu exists. 
Al b(k) - """" """ - """ • hil ""00 • t so u ..::,n~l Un ..::,;~ 1 ani X;- ..::,;~ 1 X; Y;, w e ..::,;~ 1 X; Y; IS convergen , 
from (ii). Hence b<kl is g-{3t {3-cgt, and since {3t is regular under this 
convergence, we have lim b<kl u = bu, where b is the c-limit of b<"l, 
lc--+oo 
This proves (a), and (b) follows from the convergence of the right hand 
side for arbitrary u E {3 and every x E ex. 
To prove (c), let x<~>l and x be in ext, and let x=g-ext ex-lim x<~>l. 
Then, since A'u E ex, lim x'<~>lA'u=x'A'u=u'Ax. 
p-->00 
Thus lim u' Ax<~>l = u' Ax, and Ax<~>l is g-{3t {3-cgt, with g-{3t {3-limit Ax. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that, if {3 is g-perfect, A transforms every g-exLcgt sequence, 
which is a fortiori g-ext ex-cgt, into a g-f3Lcgt sequence, whenever the 
g-ext_cgt sequence has a g-ext ex-limit. 
The condition that ex and {3 contain rp is necessary in virtue of the 
definition of g-ext ex and g-{3t {3-cgce (see § 4). 
Theorem XVI. To every g-linear transformation L, defined in a 
sequence space ex-;;;,rp, corresponds a matrix A such that Ax=L(x), for every 
x in ex [see [2], 287, (6.2, VII)]. 
Suppose {3 =L(ex). The sequence e<kl is in ex, so L(e<"l) is in {3. Let L(e<"l) = 
=a<"l= {a1,k, a2,k,a3 ·"' ••• }, and construct the matrix A= (an,k), n, k= l, 2, .... 
Then, by Theorem II, g-ex-lim x<nl = x, where x<nl (n= l, 2, ... ) are the 
sections of a sequence x in ex. 
Now x<nl= 1r~ 1 x;e<il, and therefore g-{3-lim L(Lr~1 x;e<il)=L(x). 
Also L(x<nl)= 1r~ 1 x;L(e<il)= Lr~ 1 x;a<il. 
Evidently L(x<nl)=Ax<nl for every n; for (L(x<nl))p= 1r~ 1 X;a11;; and 
(Ax<nl)p = 1r~t ap;x;. 
But L(x<nl) is g-{3-cgt, so Ax<nl is g-{3-cgt. It is hence c-cgt, and it follows 
that lim (Ax<nl)P exists for every p, i.e., lim 1r~ 1 ap;X; exists for every p. 
n-?00 n~oo 
Thus 1~1 ap;X; converges for every x in ex. 
It follows from Theorem XI that the A-transform of x is the c-limit 
of Ax<nl, namely L(x); i.e., Ax=L(x) for every x in ex. A is clearly unique, 
and the theorem is proved. 
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